Abstract. The aim of this article is to introduce the reader to the study of testing graph properties, while focusing on the main models and issues involved. No attempt is made to provide a comprehensive survey of this study, and specific results are often mentioned merely as illustrations of general themes.
The General Context
In general, property testing is concerned with super-fast (probabilistic) algorithms for deciding whether a given object has a predetermined property or is far from any object having this property. Such algorithms, called testers, obtain local views of the object by making adequate queries; that is, the object is seen as a function and the tester gets oracle access to this function, and thus may be expected to work in time that is sub-linear in the size of the object.
Looking at the foregoing formulation, we first note that property testing is concerned with promise problems (cf. [26, 30] ), rather than with standard decision problems. Specifically, objects that neither have the property nor are far from having the property are discarded. The exact formulation of these promise problems refers to a distance measure defined on the set of all relevant objects (i.e., this distance measure coupled with a distance parameter determine the set of objects that are far from the property). Thus, the choice of natural distance measures is crucial to the study of property testing. Secondly, we note that the requirement that the algorithms operate in sub-linear time (i.e., without reading their entire input) calls for a specification of the type of queries that these algorithms can make to their input. Thus, the choice of natural query types is also crucial to the study of property testing. These two general considerations will become concrete once we delve into the actual subject matter (i.e., testing graph properties).
Why Graphs?
Let us start with an empirical observation, taken from Shimon Even's book Graph Algorithms [25] (published in 1979):
Graph theory has long become recognized as one of the more useful mathematical subjects for the computer science student to master. The approach which is natural in computer science is the algorithmic one; our interest is not so much in existence proofs or enumeration techniques, as it is in finding efficient algorithms for solving relevant problems, or alternatively showing evidence that no such algorithms exist. Although algorithmic graph theory was started by Euler, if not earlier, its development in the last ten years has been dramatic and revolutionary.
Meditating on these facts, one may ask what is the source of this ubiquitous use of graphs in computer science. The most common answer is that graphs arise naturally as a model (or an abstraction) of numerous natural and artificial objects. Another answer is that graphs help visualize binary relations over finite sets. These two different answers correspond to two types of models of testing graph properties that will be discussed below.
Why Testing?
Suppose we are given a huge graph representing some binary relation over a huge data-set (see below), and we need to determine whether the graph (equivalently, the relation) has some predetermined property. Since the graph is huge, we cannot or do not want to even scan all of it (let alone process all of it). The question is whether it is possible to make meaningful statements about the entire graph based only on a "small portion" of it. Of course, such statements will at best be approximations. But in many settings approximations are good enough.
As a motivation, let us consider a well-known example in which fast approximations are possible and useful. Suppose that some cost function is defined over a huge set, and that one wants to obtain the average cost of an element in the set. To be more specific, let µ : S → [0, 1] be a cost function, and suppose we want to estimate µ def = 1 |S| x∈S µ(x). Then, uniformly (and independently) selecting m def = O(ǫ −2 log(1/δ)) sample points, x 1 , ..., x m , in S we obtain with probability at least 1 − δ an estimate of µ within ±ǫ. That is, Pr x1,...,xm∈S 1 m
µ(x i ) − µ > ǫ < δ .
Turning back to graphs, we note that they capture more complex features of data sets; that is, graphs capture relations among pairs of elements (rather then functions of single elements). Specifically, a symmetric binary relation R ⊆ S ×S is represented by a graph G = (S, R), where the elements of S are viewed as vertices and the elements in R are viewed as edges. The study of testing graph properties reveals that sampling a huge data set may be useful not only towards approximating various statistics regarding a function defined over the set, but also towards approximating various properties regarding a binary relation defined on this set. As we shall see, in many cases, the sampling method used (or at least its analysis) is significantly more sophisticated than the one employed in gathering statistics of the former type. But before doing so, we wish to further discuss the potential benefit in the notion of approximation underlining the definition of property testing.
Firstly, being close to a graph that has the property is a notion of approximation that, in certain applications, may be of direct value. Furthermore, in some cases, being close to a graph having the property translates to a standard notion of approximation (see Section 2.2). In other cases, it translates to a notion of "dual approximation" (see, again, Section 2.2).
Secondly, in some cases, we may be forced to take action without having the time to run a decision procedure, while given the option of modifying the graph in the future, at a cost proportional to the number of added/omitted edges. For example, suppose we are given a graph that represents some suggested design, where bipartite graphs correspond to good designs and changes in the design correspond to edge additions/omissions. Using a Bipartiteness tester, we may (with high probability) accept any good design, while rejecting designs that will cost a lot to modify. That is, we may still accept designs that are not good, but only such that are close to being good and thus will not cost too much to modify later.
Thirdly, we may use the property tester as a preliminary stage before running a slower exact decision procedure. In case the graph is far from having the property, with high probability, we obtain an indication towards this fact, and save the time we might have used running the decision procedure. Furthermore, if the tester has one-sided error (i.e., it always accepts a graph having the property) and the tester has rejected, then we have obtained an absolutely correct answer without running the slower decision procedure at all. The saving provided by using a property tester as a preliminary stage may be very substantial in many natural settings where typical graphs either have the property or are very far from having the property. Furthermore, if it is guaranteed that graphs either have the property or are very far from having it then we may not even need to run the (exact) decision procedure at all.
Three Models of Testing Graph Properties
A graph property is a set of graphs closed under graph isomorphism (renaming of vertices). 1 Let Π be such a property. A Π-tester is a randomized algorithm that is given oracle access to a graph, G = (V, E), and has to determine whether the graph is in Π or is far from being in Π. The type of oracle (equiv., the type of queries allowed) and distance-measure depend on the model, and we focus on three such models:
1. The adjacency predicate model [33] : Here the Π-tester is given oracle access to a symmetric function g : V × V → {0, 1} that represents the adjacency predicate of the graph G; that is g(u, v) = 1 if and only if (u, v) ∈ E. In this model distances between graphs are measured according to their representation; that is, if the graphs G and G ′ are represented by the functions g and g ′ , then their relative distance is the fraction of pairs (u, v) such that g(u, v) = g ′ (u, v). Note that saying that G = ([N ], E) is ǫ-far from the graph property Π means that for every G ′ ∈ Π it holds that G is ǫ-far from G ′ . Since Π is closed under graph isomorphism, this means that G is ǫ-far from any isomorphic copy of
, where g and g ′ are as above. Finally, note that this notion of distance between graphs is most meaningful in the case that the graph is dense (since in this case fractions of the number of possible vertex pairs are closely related to fractions of the actual number of edges). Thus, this model is often called the dense graph model. 2. The incidence function model [35] : Here, for some fixed upper bound d (on the degrees of vertices in G), the Π-tester is given oracle access to a function g :
th vertex incident at u and g(u, i) = ⊥ if u has less than i neighbors. That is, E = {(u, v) : ∃i f (u, i) = v}, where we always assume that g(u, i) = v if and only if there exists a j ∈ [d] such that g(v, j) = u. Indeed, only graphs of degree at most d can be represented in this model, which is called the bounded-degree graph model. In this model too, distances between graphs are measured according to their representation, but here the representation is different and so the distances are different. Specifically, if the graphs G and G ′ are represented by the functions g and g ′ , then their relative distance is the fraction of pairs (u, i)
is ǫ-far from the graph property Π means that for every G ′ ∈ Π it holds that G is ǫ-far from G ′ . Since Π is closed under graph isomorphism (and the ordering of the vertices incident at each vertex is arbitrary), this means that for every permutation π over [N ], it holds that
where g and g ′ are as above, and △ denotes the symmetric difference (i.e., A△B = (A ∪ B) \ (A ∩ B)). 3. The general graph model [53, 47] : In contrast to the foregoing two models in which the oracle queries and the distances between graphs are linked to the representation of graphs as functions, in the following model the representation is blurred and the query types and distance measure are decoupled. The relative distance between the graphs G = ([N ] , E) and
; that is, the absolute distance is normalized by the actual number of edges rather than by an absolute upper bound (on the number of edges) such as N 2 /2 or dN/2.
The types of queries typically considered are the two types of queries considered in the previous two models. That is, the algorithm may ask whether two vertices are adjacent in the graph and may also ask for a specific neighbor of a specific vertex.
Needless to say, the general graph model is the most general one, and it is indeed closest to actual algorithmic applications. 2 The fact that this model has so far received relatively little attention merely reflects the fact that its study is overly complex. Given that current studies of the other models still face formidable difficulties (and that these models offer a host of interesting open problems), it is natural that researchers shy away from yet another level of complication.
The current focus on query complexity. Although property testing is motivated by referring to super-fast algorithms, research in the area tends to focus on the query complexity of testing various properties. This focus should be viewed as providing an initial estimate to the actual complexity of the testing problems involved; certainly, query complexity lower bounds imply corresponding bounds on the time complexity, whereas the latter is typically at most exponential in the query complexity. Furthermore, in many cases, the time complexity is polynomial in the query complexity and this fact is typically stated. Thus, we will follow the practice of focusing on the query complexity of testing, but also mention time complexity upper bounds whenever they are of interest.
Organization
The following three sections are devoted to the three models discussed above: We start with the dense graph model (Section 2), then move to the bounded-degree model (Section 3), and finally get to the general graph model (Section 4). In each model we review the definition of testing (when specialized to that model), provide a taste of the known results, and demonstrate some of the ideas involved (by focusing on testing Bipartiteness, which seems a good benchmark).
We conclude this article with a discussion of a few issues that are relevant to all models; these include the treatment of directed graphs (Section 5.1), the related notions of tolerant testing and distance approximation (Section 5.2), and the notion of proximity oblivious testing (Section 5.3).
The appendix presents three observations that occurred to us in the process of writing this article. These refer to testing (degree) regularity in the dense graph model (Appendix A.1), non-adaptive testers in the bounded-degree graph model (Appendix A.2), and testing strong connectivity of directed graphs by only using forward queries (Appendix A.3).
The Dense Graph Model
In the adjacency matrix model (a.k.a the dense graph model), an N -vertex graph
such that g(u, v) = 1 if and only if u and v are adjacent in G (i.e., {u, v} ∈ E). Distance between graphs is measured in terms of their aforementioned representation (i.e., as the fraction of (the number of) different matrix entries (over N 2 )), but occasionally one uses the more intuitive notion of the fraction of (the number of) unordered vertex pairs over N 2 .
3 Recall that we are interested in graph properties, which are sets of graphs that are closed under isomorphism; that is, Π is a graph property if for every graph G = ([N ], E) and every permutation π of [N ] it holds that G ∈ Π if and only if π(G) ∈ Π, where
. We now spell out the meaning of property testing in this model. Definition 2.1 (testing graph properties in the adjacency matrix model): A tester for a graph property Π is a probabilistic oracle machine that, on input parameters N and ǫ and access to (the adjacency predicate of) an N -vertex graph G = ([N ], E), outputs a binary verdict that satisfies the following two conditions.
1. If G ∈ Π then the tester accepts with probability at least 2/3. 2. If G is ǫ-far from Π then the tester accepts with probability at most 1/3, where G is ǫ-far from Π if for every N -vertex graph G ′ = ([N ], E ′ ) ∈ Π it holds that the symmetric difference between E and E ′ has cardinality that is greater than ǫ · N 2 . If the tester accepts every graph in Π with probability 1, then we say that it has one-sided error. A tester is called non-adaptive if it determines all its queries based solely on its internal coin tosses (and the parameters N and ǫ); otherwise it is called adaptive.
The query complexity of a tester is the number of queries it makes to any Nvertex graph, as a function of the parameters N and ǫ. We say that a tester is efficient if it runs in time that is polynomial in its query complexity, where basic operations on elements of [N ] (and in particular, uniformly selecting an element in [N ] ) are counted at unit cost.
We stress that testers are defined as (uniform) 4 algorithms that are given the size parameter N and the distance (or proximity) parameter ǫ as explicit inputs. This uniformity (over the values of the distance parameter) makes the positive results stronger and more appealing (especially in light of a separation result shown in [10] ). In contrast, negative results typically refer to a fixed value of the distance parameter.
The study of property testing in the dense graph model was initiated by Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Ron [33] , as a concrete and yet general framework for the study of property testing at large. From that perspective, it was most natural to represent graphs as Boolean functions, and the adjacency matrix representation was the obvious choice. This dictated the choice of the type of queries as well as the distance measure. In retrospect, the dense graph model seems most natural when graphs are viewed as representing generic (symmetric) binary relations (cf. the second motivation to the study of graphs mentioned in Section 1.1 as well as the discussion of sampling in Section 1.2).
A Taste of the Known Results
We first mention that graph properties of arbitrary query complexity are known: Specifically, in this model, graph properties (even those in P) may have query complexity ranging from O(1/ǫ) to Ω(N 2 ), and the same holds also for monotone graph properties in N P (cf. [34] ). 5 In this overview, we focus on properties that can be tested within query complexity that only depends on the proximity parameter (i.e., ǫ); that is, the query complexity does not depend on the size of the graph being tested. Interestingly, there is much to say about this class of properties. Let us start with a brief summary, and provide more details later.
1. A celebrated result of Alon, Fischer, Newman, and Shapira [3] provides a combinatorial characterization of the class of properties that can be tested within query complexity that only depends on the proximity parameter. This class contains natural properties that are not testable in query complexity poly(1/ǫ); see [1] . 2. The prior work of Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Ron [33] provides a natural class of properties that can be tested within query complexity poly(1/ǫ). This class consists of so-called "partition problems" and includes sets such as k-colorability, for any fixed k ≥ 2, and graphs containing a clique for density ρ, for any fixed ρ > 0. 3. A relatively recent work of Goldreich and Ron [39] initiates a study of the class of properties that can be tested within query complexity O(1/ǫ).
Before providing more details on the foregoing results, we mention that, when disregarding a possible quadratic blow-up in the query complexity, we may assume that the tester in canonical in the following sense. 5 We mention that a full query complexity hierarchy is established in [34] by using unnatural graph properties, starting from the Ω(N 2 ) lower bound of [33] , which also uses an unnatural graph property. In contrast, the Ω(N ) lower bound established in [27] (following [2] ) refers to the natural property of testing whether an N -vertex graph consists of two isomorphic copies of some N/2-vertex graph.
Theorem 2.2 (canonical testers [41, Thm 2]):
6 Let Π be any graph property. If there exists a tester with query complexity q(N, ǫ) for Π, then there exists a tester for Π that uniformly selects a set of O(q(N, ǫ)) vertices and accepts iff the induced subgraph has property Π ′ , where Π ′ is a graph property that may depend on N as well as on Π. Furthermore, if the original tester has one-sided error, then so does the new tester, and a sample of 2q(N, ǫ) vertices suffices Indeed, the resulting tester is called canonical. We warn that Π ′ need not equal Π (let alone that Π ′ may depend on N ), and that the time complexity of the canonical tester may be significantly larger than the time complexity of the original tester. Still, in many natural cases (e.g., k-colorability), Π ′ = Π.
2.1.1 Testability in q(ǫ) queries, for any function q. As stated above, a celebrated result of Alon et al. [3] provides a combinatorial characterization of the class of properties that can be tested within query complexity that only depends on the proximity parameter. This characterization refers to the notion of a regularity instance, where regularity is in the sense of Szemeŕedi's Regularity Lemma [58] . The result essentially asserts that a graph property can be tested in query complexity that only depends on ǫ if and only if it can be characterized in terms of a constant number of regularity instances. The lesson from this characterization is that, when ignoring the specific dependency on ǫ, testing graph properties in query complexity that only depends on ǫ reduces to graph regularity. This lesson makes more concrete the feeling already raised by Theorem 2.2 that testing in this model reduces to combinatorics. The downside of the algorithms that emerge from this characterization is that their query complexity is related to the proximity parameter via a function that grows tremendously fast. Specifically, in the general case, the query complexity is only upper bounded by a tower of a tower of exponents (in a monotonically growing function of 1/ǫ, which in turn depends on the property at hand).
Interestingly, it is known that a super-polynomial dependence on the proximity parameter is inherent to the foregoing result. Actually, as shown by Alon [1] , such a dependence is essential even for testing triangle freeness. Indeed, this fact provides a nice demonstration of the non-triviality of testing graph properties. One might have guessed that O(1/ǫ) or O(1/ǫ 3 ) queries would have sufficed to detect a triangle in any graph that is ǫ-far from being triangle free, but Alon's result asserts that this guess is wrong and that poly(1/ǫ) queries do not suffice. We mention that the best upper bound known for the query complexity of testing triangle freeness is tf(poly(1/ǫ)), where tf is the tower function defined inductively by tf(n) = exp(tf(n − 1)) with tf(1) = 2 (cf. [1] ). 6 As pointed out in [10] , the statement of [41, Thm 2] should be corrected such that the auxiliary property Π ′ may depend on N and not only on Π. Thus, on input N and ǫ (and oracle access to an N -vertex graph G), the canonical tester checks whether a random induced subgraph of size s = O(q(N, ǫ)) has the property Π ′ , where Π ′ itself (or rather its intersection with the set of s-vertex graphs) may depend on N . In other words, the tester's decision depends only on the induced subgraph that it sees and on the size parameter N .
Perspective. It is indeed an amazing fact that many properties can be tested within (query) complexity that only depends on the proximity parameter (rather than also on the size of the object being tested). This amazing statement seems to shadow the question of the form of the aforementioned dependence, and blurs the difference between a reasonable dependence (e.g., a polynomial relation) and a prohibiting one (e.g., a tower-function relation). We beg to disagree with this sentiment and claim that, as in the context of standard approximation problems (cf. [45] ), the dependence of the complexity on the approximation (or proximity) parameter is a key issue.
We wish to stress that we do value the impressive results of [2, 7, 8, 29] (let alone [3] ), which refer to graph property testers having query complexity that is independent of the graph size but depends prohibitively on the proximity parameter. We view such results as an impressive first step, which called for further investigation directed at determining the actual dependency of the complexity on the proximity parameter.
While it is conceivable that there exist (natural) graph properties that can be tested in exp(1/ǫ) queries but not in poly(1/ǫ) queries, we are not aware of such a property. 7 We thus move directly from complexities of the form tf(1/ǫ) (and larger) to complexities of the form poly(1/ǫ).
Testability in poly(1/ǫ) queries.
Testers of query complexity poly(1/ǫ) are known for several natural graph properties [33] .
-k-Colorability, for any fixed k ≥ 2. The query-complexity is poly(k/ǫ).
For k = 2 the running-time is O(1/ǫ 3 ), whereas for k > 2 the runningtime is exp(poly(1/ǫ)) (and running-time polynomial in 1/ǫ is unlikely, since k-Colorability is NP-complete, for k ≥ 3). The k-Colorability tester has one-sided error; that is, in case the graph is k-colorable, the tester always accepts. Furthermore, when rejecting a graph, this tester always supplies a small counterexample (i.e., a poly(1/ǫ)-size subgraph that is not k-colorable). The 2-Colorability (equivalently, Bipartiteness) Tester is presented in §2.
3. An improved analysis has been obtained by Alon and Krivelevich [4] . -ρ-Clique, for any fixed ρ > 0, where ρ-Clique is the set of graphs that have a clique of density ρ (i.e., N -vertex graphs having a clique of size ρN ). -ρ-CUT, for any fixed ρ > 0, where ρ-CUT is the set of graphs that have a cut of density at least ρ (compared to N 2 ). A generalization to k-way cuts has query-complexity poly((log k)/ǫ).
-ρ-Bisection, for any fixed ρ > 0, where ρ-Bisection is the set of graphs that have a bisection of density at most ρ (i.e., an N -vertex graph is in ρ-Bisection if its vertex set can be partitioned into two equal parts with at most ρN 2 edges going between them).
Except for k-Colorability, all the other testers have two-sided error, and this is unavoidable for any tester of o(N ) query complexity for any of these properties. All the above property testing problems are special cases of the General Graph Partition Testing Problem, which is parameterized by a set of lower and upper bounds. In this problem one needs to determine whether there exists a k-partition of the vertices so that the number of vertices in each part as well as the number of edges between each pair of parts falls between the corresponding lower and upper bounds (in the set of parameters). For example, ρ-clique is expressible as a 2-partition in which one part has ρN vertices, and the number of edges in this part is ρN 2 . A tester for the general problem also appears in [33] : The tester uses O(k 2 /ǫ) 2k+O(1) queries, and runs in time exponential in its query-complexity.
From testing to searching. Interestingly, the testers for (all cases of) the General Graph Partition Problem can be modified into algorithms that find an (implicit representation of an) approximately adequate partition whenever it exists. That is, if the graph has the desired (partitioning) property, then the testing algorithm may actually output auxiliary information that allows to reconstruct, in poly(1/ǫ) · N -time, a partition that approximately obeys the property. For example, for ρ-CUT, we can construct a partition with at least (ρ − ǫ) · N 2 crossing edges. We comment that this notion of an implicit representation of an adequate structure may be relevant for other sets in N P, where this structure corresponds to an NP-witness. (Indeed, an interesting algorithmic application was presented in [28] , where an implicit partition of an imaginary hypergraph is used in order to efficiently construct a regular partition (with almost optimal parameters) of a given graph.)
Back to testing graph properties. Although many natural graph properties can be formulated as partition problems, many other properties that can be tested with poly(1/ǫ) queries cannot be formulated as such problems. The list include the set of regular graphs, connected graphs, planar graphs, and more. We identify three classes of such natural properties:
1. Properties that only depends on the vertex degree distribution (e.g., degree regularity and average degree). For example, for any fixed ρ > 0, the set of Nvertex graphs having ρN 2 edges can be tested using O(1/ǫ 2 ) queries, which is the best result possible. 8 The same holds with respect to testing degree regularity, where the Ω(1/ǫ 2 ) queries lower bound follows by reduction to estimating the average value of Boolean functions and a corresponding upper In view of all of the foregoing, we believe that characterizing the class of graph properties that can be tested in poly(1/ǫ) queries may be very challenging. We mention that the special case of induced subgraph freeness properties was resolved in [9] .
Testability in
While Theorem 2.2 may be interpreted as suggesting that testing in the dense graph model leaves no room for algorithmic design, this conclusion is valid only if one ignores a possible quadratic blow-up in the query complexity (and also disregards the time complexity). As advocated by Goldreich and Ron [39] , a finer examination of the model, which takes into account the exact query complexity (i.e., cares about a quadratic blow-up), reveals the role of algorithmic design. In particular, the results in [39] distinguish adaptive testers from non-adaptive ones, and distinguish the latter from canonical testers. These results refer to testability in O(1/ǫ) queries. In particular, it is shown that:
-Testing every "non-trivial for testing" graph property requires Ω(1/ǫ) queries, even when adaptive testers are allowed. Furthermore, any canonical tester for such a property requires Ω(1/ǫ 2 ) queries. -There exists a natural graph property that can be tested by O(1/ǫ) adaptive queries, requires Ω(ǫ −4/3 ) non-adaptive queries, and is actually testable by O(ǫ −4/3 ) non-adaptive queries. -There exists a natural graph property that can be tested by O(1/ǫ) adaptive queries but requires Ω(ǫ −3/2 ) non-adaptive queries. -There exist an infinite class of natural graph properties that can be tested by O(1/ǫ) non-adaptive queries.
All the above testers have one-sided error probability and are efficient, whereas the lower bounds hold also for two-sided error testers (regardless of efficiency).
The foregoing results seem to indicate that even at this low complexity level (i.e., testing in O(1/ǫ) adaptive queries) there is a lot of structure and much to be understood. In particular, it is conjectured in [39] that, for every t ≥ 4, there exists graph properties that can be tested by O(1/ǫ) adaptive queries and have non-adaptive query complexity Θ(ǫ −2+ 2 t ).
Reflections.
Let us reflect about some issues that arise from the foregoing exposition.
Adaptive testers versus non-adaptive ones. Recall that Theorem 2.2 asserts that canonical testers (which are in particular non-adaptive) have query complexity that is at most quadratic in the query complexity of general (possibly adaptive) testers. Still the results surveyed in §2.1.3 indicate that such a gap may exist. An interesting question, raised by Michael Krivelevich, is whether such a gap exists also for properties having query complexity that is significantly larger than O(1/ǫ). In particular, we mention that testing Bipartiteness, which has nonadaptive query complexity Θ(ǫ −2 ) (cf. [4, 21] ) 11 and requires Ω(ǫ −3/2 ) adaptive queries [21] , may be testable in o(ǫ −2 ) adaptive queries (cf. [42] ).
One-sided versus two-sided error probability. As noted above, for many natural properties there is a significant gap between the complexity of one-sided and two-sided error testers. For example, ρ-CUT has a two-sided error tester of query complexity poly(1/ǫ), but no one-sided error tester of query complexity o(N 2 ). In general, the interested reader may contrast the characterization of two-sided error testers in [3] with the results in [8] .
A contrast to recognizing graph properties. The notion of testing a graph property Π is a relaxation of the classical notion of recognizing the graph property Π, which has received much attention since the early 1970's (cf. [48] ). In the classical (recognition) problem there are no margins of error; that is, one is required to accept all graphs having property Π and reject all graphs that lack property Π. In 1975, Rivest and Vuillemin resolved the Aanderaa-Rosenberg Conjecture, showing that any deterministic procedure for deciding any non-trivial monotone N -vertex graph property must examine Ω(N 2 ) entries in the adjacency matrix representing the graph. The query complexity of randomized decision procedures was conjectured by Yao to be Ω(N 2 ), and the currently best lower bound is Ω(N 4/3 ). This stands in striking contrast to the aforementioned results regarding testing graph properties that establish that many natural (non-trivial) monotone graph properties can be tested by examining a constant number of locations in the matrix (where this constant depends on the constant value of the proximity parameter).
Graph properties are poor codes. We note that with the exception of two properties, which each contains a single N -vertex graph, the adjacency matrix representation of any property Π N of N -vertex graphs yields a code over {0, 1} (
11 The e O(ǫ −2 ) upper bound is due to [4] , improving over [33] , whereas the Ω(ǫ −2 ) lower bound is due to [21] . 
-close to G.
Testing versus other forms of Approximation
We shortly discuss the relation of the notion of approximation underlying the definition of testing graph properties (in the dense graph model) 12 to more traditional notions of approximation. Throughout this section, we refer to randomized algorithms that have a small error probability, which we ignore for simplicity.
Application to the standard notion of approximation: The relation of testing graph properties to standard notions of approximation is best illustrated in the case of Max-CUT. Any tester for the set ρ-CUT, working in time T (ǫ, N ), yields an algorithm for approximating the size of the maximum cut in an N -vertex graph, up to additive error ǫN 2 , in time
Thus, for any constant ǫ > 0, using the above tester of [33] , we can approximate the size of the max-cut to within ǫN 2 in constant time. This yields a constant time approximation scheme (i.e., to within any constant relative error) for dense graphs, which improves over previous work of Arora et al. [12] and de la Vega [24] who solved this problem in polynomial-
In the latter works the problem is solved by actually finding approximate max-cuts. Finding an approximate max-cut does not seem to follow from the mere existence of a tester for ρ-cut; yet, as mentioned above, the tester in [33] can be used to find such a cut in time linear in N .
Relation to "dual approximation" (cf. [45, Chap. 3] ): To illustrate this relation, we consider the aforementioned ρ-Clique Tester. The traditional notion of approximating Max-Clique corresponds to distinguishing the case in which the max-clique has size at least ρN from, say, the case in which the max-clique has size at most ρN/2. On the other hand, when we talk of testing ρ-Clique, the task is to distinguish the case in which an N -vertex graph has a clique of size ρN from the case in which it is ǫ-far from the class of N -vertex graphs having a clique of size ρN . This is equivalent to the "dual approximation" task of distinguishing the case in which an N -vertex graph has a clique of size ρN from the case in which any ρN subset of the vertices misses at least ǫN 2 edges. To demonstrate that these two tasks are vastly different we mention that whereas the former task is NP-Hard, for ρ < 1/4 (see [15, 43] ), the latter task can be solved in exp(O(1/ǫ 2 ))-time, for any ρ, ǫ > 0. We believe that there is no absolute sense in which one of these approximation tasks is more important than the other: Each of these tasks may be relevant in some applications and irrelevant in others.
A Benchmark: Testing Bipartiteness
The Bipartite tester is extremely simple: It selects a tiny, random set of vertices and checks whether the induced subgraph is bipartite. Step (2) amounts to querying the predicate on all pairs of vertices in the subset selected at
Step (1), and testing whether the induced graph is bipartite (e.g., by running BFS). As will become clear from the analysis, it actually suffice to query only O(1/ǫ 3 ) of these pairs. We comment that a more complex analysis due to Alon and Krivelevich [4] implies that the Algorithm 2.3 is a Bipartite Tester even if one selects only O(1/ǫ) vertices (rather than O(1/ǫ 2 )) in
Step (1)).
Theorem 2.4 [33] : Algorithm 2.3 is a Bipartite Tester (in the dense graph model). Furthermore, the algorithm always accepts a bipartite graph, and in case of rejection it provides a witness of length poly(1/ǫ) (that the graph is not bipartite).
Proof: Let R be the subset selected in
Step (1), and G R the subgraph of G induced by R. Clearly, if G is bipartite then so is G R , for any R. The point is to prove that if G is ǫ-far from bipartite then the probability that G R is bipartite is at most 1/3. Thus, from this point on we assume that at least ǫN 2 edges have to be omitted from G to make it bipartite.
We view R as a union of two disjoint sets U and S, where
We will consider all possible partitions of U, and associate a partial partition of V with each such partition of U. The idea is that in order to be consistent with a given partition, (U 1 , U 2 ), of U, all neighbors of U 1 (respectively, U 2 ) must be placed opposite to U 1 (respectively, U 2 ). We will show that, with high probability, most high-degree vertices in V do neighbor U and so are forced by its partition. Since there are relatively few edges incident to vertices that do not neighbor U, it follows that, with very high probability, each such partition of U is detected as illegal by G R . Details follow, but before we proceed let us stress the key observation: It suffices to rule out relatively few (partial) partitions of V (i.e., these induced by partitions of U), rather than all possible partitions of V.
We use the notations Γ (v)
and V 2 def = Γ (U 1 ) (assume, for simplicity that V 1 ∩ V 2 is indeed empty). As suggested above, if one claims that G can be "bi-partitioned" with U 1 and U 2 on different sides, then V 1 = Γ (U 2 ) must be on the opposite side to U 2 (and Γ (U 1 ) opposite to U 1 ). Note that the partition of U places no restriction on vertices that have no neighbor in U. Thus, we first ensure that almost all "influential" (i.e., "high-degree") vertices in V have a neighbor in U.
Technical Definition 2.4.1 (high-degree vertices and good sets): We say that a vertex v ∈ V is of high-degree if it has degree at least ǫ 3 N . We call U good if all but at most ǫ 3 N of the high-degree vertices in V have a neighbor in U. We comment that not insisting that a good set U neighbors all high-degree vertices allows us to show that, with high probability, a random U of size unrelated to the size of the graph is good. (In contrast, if we were to insist that a good U neighbors all high-degree vertices, then we would have had to use |U| = Ω(log N
Proof: Each partition of V has at least ǫN 2 violating edges (i.e., edges with both end-points on the same side). We upper bound the number of these edges that are not disturbing. Actually, we upper bound the number of edges that have an end-point not in Γ (U).
-The number of edges incident to high-degree vertices that do not neighbor U is bounded by The theorem follows by observing that G R is bipartite only if either (1) the set U is not good; or (2) the set U is good and there exists a partition of U so that none of the disturbing edges occurs in G R . Using Claim 2.4.2 the probability of event (1) is bounded by 1/6, whereas by Claim 2.4.4 the probability of event (2) is bounded by the probability that there exists a partition of U so that none of the corresponding ≥ ǫ 3 N 2 disturbing edges has both end-points in the second sample S. Actually, we pair the m vertices of S, and consider the probability that none of these pairs is a disturbing edge for a partition of U. Thus the probability of event (2) is bounded by
where the inequality holds since m = Ω(t/ǫ). The theorem follows.
Comment:
The procedure employed in the proof yields a randomized poly(1/ǫ) · N -time algorithm for 2-partitioning a bipartite graph such that (with high probability) at most ǫN 2 edges lie within the same side. This is done by running the tester, determining a partition of U (defined as in the proof) that is consistent with the bipartite partition of R, and partitioning V as done in the proof (with vertices that do not neighbor U, or neighbor both U 1 , U 2 , placed arbitrarily). Thus, the placement of each vertex is determined by inspecting at most O(1/ǫ) entries of the adjacency matrix. Furthermore, the aforementioned partition of U constitutes a succinct representation of the 2-partition of the entire graph. All this is a typical consequence of the fact that the analysis of the tester follows the "enforce-and-test" paradigm (see [56, Sec. 4] ).
The Bounded-Degree Graph Model
The bounded-degree model refers to a fixed degree bound, denoted
13 Distance between graphs is measured in terms of their aforementioned representation (i.e., as the fraction of (the number of) different array entries (over dN )), but occasionally we shall use the more intuitive notion of the fraction of (the number of) edges over dN/2. We now spell out the meaning of property testing in this model. 1. If G ∈ Π then the tester accepts with probability at least 2/3. 2. If G is ǫ-far from Π then the tester accepts with probability at most 1/3, where G is ǫ-far from Π if for every N -vertex graph G ′ = ([N ], E ′ ) ∈ Π of maximum degree d it holds that the symmetric difference between E and E ′ has cardinality that is greater than ǫ · dN/2.
One-sided testers and non-adaptive testers are defined as in Definition 2.1.
The query complexity of a tester is defined as in Section 2; ditto for its efficiency.
The study of property testing in the bounded-degree graph model was initiated by Goldreich and Ron [35] , with the aim of allowing the consideration of sparse graphs, which appear in numerous applications (cf. the first motivation to the study of graphs mentioned in Section 1.1). The point was that the dense graph model seems irrelevant to sparse graphs, both because the distance measure that underlies it deems all sparse graphs as close to one another, and because adjacency queries seems unsuitable for sparse graphs. Sticking to the paradigm of representing graphs as functions, where both the distance measure and the type of queries are determined by the representation, the aforementioned representation seemed the most natural choice. Indeed, a conscious decision was (and is) made not to capture, at this point (and in this model), sparse graphs that do not have constant (or low) maximum degree.
A Taste of the Known Results
We first mention that, also in this model, graph properties of arbitrary query complexity are known: Specifically, in this model, graph properties (in N P) may have query complexity ranging from O(1/ǫ) to Ω(N ), and furthermore such properties are monotone and natural (cf. [34] , which builds over [20] ). In particular, testing 3-Colorability requires Ω(N ) queries, whereas testing 2-Colorability (i.e., Bipartiteness) requires Ω( √ N ) queries [35] and can be done using O( √ N ) · poly(1/ǫ) queries [36] . We also mention that many natural properties are testable in query complexity that only depends on the proximity parameter (i.e., ǫ). A partial list includes k-edge connectivity, for every fixed k, and Planarity (cf. [35] and [18] , respectively). Details follow.
Testability in q(ǫ)
queries, for any function q. We first mention, that with the exception of properties that only depend on the degree distribution, adaptive testers are essential for obtaining query complexity that only depends on ǫ (cf. [55] ).
14 Still, as observed in [40] , at the cost of an exponentially blow-up in the query complexity, we may assume that the tester's adaptivity is confined to performing (full, BFS-like) searches of a predetermined depth from several randomly selected vertices. However, the best testing results are typically obtained by testers that either perform more adaptive searchers or perform DFSlike rather than BFS-like searchers. A few examples follow, where all testers are efficient (i.e., their running time is polynomial in their query complexity).
Testing connectivity. Graph connectivity can be tested in O(1/ǫ) queries [35] . Essentially, the tester starts a search (e.g., a BFS) from a few randomly selected vertices, but each such search is terminated after a predetermined number of vertices is encountered (rather than after visiting all vertices that are at a predetermined distance from the start vertex). This tester rejects if and only if it detects a small connected component, and thus it has one-sided error. The 14 Actually, the result extends to query complexity of the form o( √ N · q(ǫ)), for any function q. In contrast, note that triangle-freeness can be tested by O( p N/ǫ) nonadaptive queries; see Appendix A.2.
result essentially extends to k-edge connectivity, for any k ≥ 2, but the query complexity is O(k 3 /ǫ c ), where c = min(k − 1, 3) (cf. [35] ).
Testing cycle-freeness. Cycle-freeness can be tested in O(ǫ −3 ) queries, by a tester having two-sided error [35] . Essentially, the tester compares the number of edges to the number of connected components, while fully exploring any small connected components that it happens to visit. The two-sided error is unavoidable by any tester that has query complexity o( √ N ) (cf. [35, Prop. 4.3] ). Viewing cycle-free graphs as graphs that have no K 3 -minor, leads us to the following general result of Benjamini, Schramm, and Shapira [18] , which refers to graph minors (to be briefly recalled next).
The graph H is a minor of the graph G, if H can be obtained from G by a sequence of edge removal, vertex removal, and edge contraction operations. We say that G is H-minor free if H is not a minor of G. Thus, a graph is cycle-free if and only if it is K 3 -minor free, where K k denotes the k-vertex clique. (The notion of minor freeness extends to sets of graphs; that is, for a set of graphs H, the graph G is H-minor free if no element of H is a minor of G.) Lastly, a graph property is minor-closed if it is closed under removal of edges, removal of vertices, and edge contraction. Note that, for every finite sets of graphs H, the property of being H-minor free (e.g., Planarity) is minor-closed.
Theorem 3.2 ([44], improving over [18]):
15 Any minor-closed property can be tested in query complexity exp(poly(1/ǫ)).
We mention that this tester has two-sided error, which is unavoidable for any tester of query complexity o( √ N ), except for the case that the forbidden minors are all cycle-free.
Testability in
The query complexity of testing two natural properties is Θ(N 1/2 ) · poly(1/ǫ), and in both cases the time complexity has the same form. The properties are Bipartiteness and Expansion. In both cases, the algorithm is based on taking many (i.e., O(N 1/2 ) · poly(1/ǫ)) random walks from a few randomly selected vertices, where each walk has length poly(ǫ −1 log N ). The foregoing algorithmic approach originates in [36] , where it was applied to testing Bipartiteness; for further details see §3.2.2. This approach was also suggested for testing Expansion [37] , but the analysis was successfully completed only in [46, 51] . We mention that the Bipartite tester has one-sided error, and whenever it rejects it may also output a short proof that the graph is not bipartite (i.e., an odd cycle of length poly(ǫ −1 log N )). The Ω(N 1/2 ) lower bound on the query complexity of testing each of the aforementioned properties was proved in [35] ; for details see §3.2.1. We note that the lower bound for testing Bipartiteness stands in sharp contrast to the situation in the dense graph model, where Bipartite testing is possible in poly(1/ǫ)-time.
This discrepancy is due to the difference between the notions of relative distance employed in the two models.
An application to the study of the dense graph model. We mention that the Bipartiteness tester of the bounded-degree model was used in order to derive an alternative Bipartite tester for the dense graph model [42] . In the case that almost all vertices in the N -vertex graph have degree O(ǫ 0.99 N ), this tester improves over the ones presented in [33, 4] . Essentially, this dense-graph model tester invokes the bounded-degree model tester on the subgraph induced by a sample S of O(1/ǫ) random vertices (and emulates neighbor queries regarding a vertex v ∈ S by making adjacency queries of the form (v, w) for every w ∈ S).
Reflections.
The fact that the bounded-degree model is closer (than the dense graph model) to standard algorithmic research offers greater interaction at the technical level. Indeed, techniques such as local search and random walks are quite basic in both domains, and the relationship becomes even tighter when we shall move to the general graph model (in Section 4). At the current point, we mention that the idea underlying the cycle-freeness tester (outlined in §3.1.1) was employed to the design of an algorithm for approximating the minimum spanning tree weight in sub-linear time [23] .
We also mention that the idea underlying the expansion tester has become quite pivotal in the contents of testing distributions, which emerged with [13] .
A Benchmark: Testing Bipartiteness
Both the following lower and upper bounds reflect the fact that being far from Bipartiteness does not require having constant size cycles of odd length. We comment that a simplified version of the upper bound implies that odd cycles of logarithmic length must exist (cf. [36, Prop. 1]).
A lower bound.
In contrast to Theorem 2.4, under the incidence function representation, there exists no Bipartite tester of complexity that is independent of the graph size. Proof Idea: For any (even) N , we consider the following two families of graphs:
1. The first family, denoted G N 1 , consists of all degree-3 graphs that are composed of the union of a Hamiltonian cycle and a perfect matching. That is, there are N edges connecting the vertices in a cycle, and the other N/2 edges are a perfect matching. 2. The second family, denoted G N 2 , is the same as the first except that the perfect matchings allowed are restricted as follows: the distance on the cycle between every two vertices that are connected by a perfect matching edge must be odd.
Clearly, all graphs in G N 2 are bipartite. It can be shown that almost all graphs in G N 1 are far from being bipartite. On the other hand, one can prove that a testing algorithm that performs o( √ N ) queries cannot distinguish between a graph chosen randomly from G N 2 (which is always bipartite) and a graph chosen randomly from G N 1 (which with high probability is far from bipartite). Loosely speaking, this is the case since in both cases the algorithm is unlikely to encounter a cycle (among the vertices that it has inspected).
An algorithm.
The lower bound of Theorem 3.3 is essentially tight. Furthermore, the following natural algorithm constitutes a Bipartite tester of running time poly((log N )/ǫ) · √ N . 
If the algorithm did not reject in any of the foregoing T iterations, then it accepts.
Theorem 3.5 [36] : Algorithm 3.4 is a Bipartite Tester (in the incidence function model). Furthermore, the algorithm always accepts a bipartite graph, and in case of rejection it provides a witness of length poly((log N )/ǫ) (that the graph is not bipartite).
Motivation -the special case of rapid mixing graphs. The proof of Theorem 3.5 is quite involved. As a motivation, we consider the special case where the graph has a "rapid mixing" feature. It is convenient to modify the random walks so that at each step each neighbor is selected with probability 1/2d, and otherwise (with probability at least 1/2) the walk remains in the present vertex. Furthermore, we will consider a single execution of Step (2) starting from an arbitrary vertex, s, which is fixed in the rest of the discussion. The rapid mixing feature we assume is that, for every vertex v, a (modified) random walk of length L starting at s reaches v with probability approximately 1/N (say, up-to a factor of 2). Note that if the graph is an expander then this is certainly the case (since L = ω(log N )).
The key quantities in the analysis are the following probabilities, referring to the parity of the length of a path obtained from the random walk by omitting the self-loops (transitions that remain at current vertex). Let p 0 (v) (respectively, p 1 (v)) denote the probability that a (modified) random walk of length L, starting at s, reaches v while making an even (respectively, odd) number of real (i.e., nonself-loop) steps. By the rapid mixing assumption (for every v ∈ V), it holds that
We consider two cases regarding the sum v∈V p 0 (v)p 1 (v): If the sum is (relatively) "small", we show that V can be 2-partitioned so that there are relatively few edges between vertices that are placed in the same side, which implies that G is close to being bipartite. Otherwise (i.e., when the sum is not "small"), we show that with significant probability, when
Step (2) is started at vertex s it is completed by rejecting G. These two cases are analyzed in the following two (corresponding) claims.
Then, the number of edges with both end-points in the same V σ is bounded above by ǫdN .
Proof Sketch: Consider an edge (u, v) where, without loss of generality, both u and v are in V 1 . Then, both p 1 (v) and p 1 (u) are greater than
Observe that an (L − 1)-step walk of path-parity 1 ending at u is almost as likely as an L-step walk of path-parity 1 ending at u, and that once an (L − 1)-step walk reaches u, with probability exactly 1/2d, it continues to v in the next step. Thus, the edge (u, v) contributes at least
to the sum w∈V p 0 (w)p 1 (w). It follows that we can have at most (ǫ/50N )/ (1/48dN 2 ) such edges, and the claim follows. ⊓ ⊔
, and that
Step (2) is started with vertex s. Then, with probability at least 2/3, the set R 0 ∩ R 1 is not empty (and rejection follows).
Proof Sketch: Consider the probability space defined by an execution of Step (2) with start vertex s. For every i = j such that i, j ∈ [K], we define an indicator random variable ζ i,j representing the event that the vertex encountered in the L th step of the i th walk equals the vertex encountered in the L th step of the j th walk, and that the i th walk corresponds to an even-path whereas the j th to an odd-path. (That is, ζ i,j = 1 if the foregoing event holds, and ζ i,j = 0 otherwise.) Then
where the second inequality is due to the setting of K, and the third to the claim's hypothesis. Intuitively, with high probability, it should hold that |R 0 ∩ R 1 | > 0. This is indeed the case, but proving it is less straightforward than it seems; the problem being that the ζ i,j 's are not pairwise independent. Yet, since the sum of the covariances of the dependent ζ i,j 's is quite small, Chebyshev's Inequality is still very useful (cf. [11, Sec. 4.3] ). Specifically, letting µ
, and ζ i,j def = ζ i,j − µ, we get:
For the second term, we observe that Pr[ζ 1,2 = ζ 1,3 = 1] is upper bounded by Pr[ζ 1,2 = 1] = µ times the probability that the L th vertex of the first walk appears as the L th vertex of the third path. Using the rapid mixing hypothesis, we upper bound the latter probability by 2/N , and obtain
where the last inequality uses µ ≥ ǫ/50N and K 2 ≥ 6 · 50N/ǫ (along with ǫ > 5000/N ). The claim follows. ⊓ ⊔ Beyond rapid mixing graphs. The proof in [36] refers to a more general sum of products; that is, u∈U p odd (u)p even (u), where U ⊆ V is an appropriate set of vertices, and p odd (v) (respectively, p even (v)) is essentially the probability that an L-step random walk (starting at s) passes through v after more than L/2 steps and the corresponding path to v has odd (respectively, even) parity. Much of the analysis in [36] goes into selecting the appropriate U (and an appropriate starting vertex s), and pasting together many such U's to cover all of V. Loosely speaking, U and s are selected so that there are few edges from U and the rest of the graph, and p odd (u) + p even (u) ≈ 1/ |V| · |U|, for every u ∈ U. The selection is based on the "combinatorial treatment of expansion" of Mihail [50] . Specifically, we use the contrapositive of the standard analysis, which asserts that rapid mixing occurs when all cuts are relatively large, to assert the existence of small cuts which partition the graph so that vertices reached with relatively high probability (in a short random walk) are on one side and the rest of the graph on the other. The first set corresponds to the aforementioned U and the cut is relatively small with respect to U. A start vertex s for which the corresponding sum is big is shown to cause Step (2) to reject (when started with this s), whereas a small corresponding sum enables to 2-partition U while having few violating edges among the vertices in each part of U.
The actual argument of [36] proceeds in iterations. In each iteration a vertex s for which Step (2) accepts with high probability is fixed, and an appropriate set of remaining vertices, U, is found. The set U is then 2-partitioned so that there are few violating edges inside U. Since we want to paste all these partitions together, U may not contain vertices treated in previous iterations. This complicates the analysis, since it must refer to the part of G, denoted H, not treated in previous iterations. We consider walks over an (imaginary) Markov Chain representing the H-part of the walks performed by the algorithm on G. Statements about rapid mixing are made with respect to the Markov Chain, and linked to what happens in random walks performed on G. In particular, a subset U of H is determined so that the vertices in U are reached with probability ≈ 1/ |V| · |U| (in the chain) and the cut between U and the rest of H is small. Linking the sum of products defined for the chain with the actual walks performed by the algorithm, we infer that U may be partitioned with few violating edges inside it. Edges to previously treated parts of the graphs are charged to these parts, and edges to the rest of H \ U are accounted for by using the fact that this cut is small (relative to the size of U).
The General Graph Model
In contrast to the foregoing two models in which the oracle queries and the distances between graphs are linked to the representation of graphs as functions, in the following model the representation is blurred and the query types and distance measure are decoupled. This decoupling makes the current model closer in spirit to standard studies in graph algorithms.
Giving up on the representation as a yardstick for the relative distance between graphs, leaves us with no absolute point of reference. Instead, we just define the relative distance between graphs in relation to the actual number of edges in these graphs; specifically, the relative distance between the graphs G = ([N ] , E) and G ′ = ([N ], E) may be defined as
Turning to the question of query types, we again need to make a choice, which is now free from representation considerations. The most natural choice is to allow both adjacency queries and incidence queries (i.e., the two types of queries that were each allowed in one of the previous queries). 17 However, other choices has been considered too (cf. [17] ). We note that, typically, adjacency queries become more useful as the graph becomes more dense, whereas incidence queries (a.k.a neighbor queries) become more useful as the graph becomes more sparse (cf. [17] ). Definition 4.1 (testing graph properties in the general model): A tester for a graph property Π is a probabilistic oracle machine that, on input parameters N and ǫ and access to a function answering adjacency queries and incidence queries regarding an N -vertex graph G = ([N ], E) , outputs a binary verdict that satisfies the following two conditions. 1. If G ∈ Π then the tester accepts with probability at least 2/3. 2. If G is ǫ-far from Π then the tester accepts with probability at most 1/3, where G is ǫ-far from Π if for every N -vertex graph G ′ = ([N ] , E ′ ) ∈ Π it holds that the symmetric difference between E and E ′ has cardinality that is greater than ǫ · max(|E|, |E ′ |).
The query complexity of a tester is defined as in Section 2; ditto for its efficiency. The study of property testing in the general graph model was initiated by Parnas and Ron [53] , who only considered incidence queries, and extended by Kaufman, Krivelevich, and Ron [47] , who considered both types of queries. Needless to say, the aim of these works was to allow the consideration of arbitrary graphs and so strengthen the relation between property testing and standard algorithmic studies. However, forsaking the paradigm of representing graphs as functions means that the connection to the rest of property testing is a bit weakened (or at least becomes more cumbersome). Still, we believe that the trade-off is worthwhile.
A Taste of the Known Results
It is natural to attempt to extend testers designed for the bounded-degree model to the general graph model. Such extensions face two potential difficulties, which refer to two ways in which the general graph model extends the bounded-degree model:
1. Firstly, the maximum degree of vertices in the graph may no longer be constant, and the question is how does the performance of the tester depends on the degree bound, d. Formally, one should think of the degree bound d as a variable, and analyze the tester accordingly. Note that when d increases, relative distances decrease and so testing may become easier. On the other hand, we can no longer scan all neighbors of a given vertex at constant cost. 2. Treating the maximum degree as a variable, raises the question of what happens when there is a significant discrepancy among the degrees of the various vertices. Such a situation can break the balance between the aforementioned positive and negative effects of increasing the maximum degree. Specifically, the algorithmic operations may becomes more costly when the maximum degree increases, but when using the distance measure of Definition 4.1 the distances no longer vary with the maximum degree (i.e., d) but rather vary with the average degree. Thus, we may be in trouble if the maximum degree is significantly larger than the average degree.
The effect of the foregoing issues is tester-dependent. For example, the operation of the Connectivity tester (outlined in §3.1.1) is not affected by the possible discrepancies in the vertex degrees, and so this tester (as is) applies also to the general graph model (cf. [53] ). In contrast, the Bipartiteness tester presented in Algorithm 3.4 should be modified to the current setting. Details follow.
A Benchmark: Testing Bipartiteness
Firstly, it was shown in [47] that the algorithm's performance does not deteriorate when d increases. Next, an algorithm for the general graph model was obtained by emulating Algorithm 3.4 on an imaginary graph that is obtained by replacing vertices of high degree by adequate gadgets. Specifically, a vertex having degree that is t times larger than the average degree is replaced by a t-by-t bipartite expander graph, while connecting the original neighbors to vertices on one of the sides of the expander (such that no vertex has degree greater than twice the average degree). This replacement preserves the distance to Bipartiteness (up to a constant factor). We warn that implementing the emulation (of Algorithm 3.4 on this imaginary graph) is not straightforward. In particular, it seems to require a procedure for sampling edges in the actual graph such that almost all edges are sampled with probability that is approximately (up to a constant factor) the uniform one. 18 For details, see [47] . As evident from the above description, the extension of a tester from the bounded-degree model to the general graph model may require ideas that are specific to the property at hand. For example, the gadgets used above should preserve Bipartiteness (as well as distance to Bipartiteness).
Another issue that arises is that one may hope to perform better when the degree bound d (whether maximum or average) is large. Indeed, we know that in case of Bipartiteness, dense graphs can be tested with much fewer queries than sparse graphs (recall Algorithm 2.3). Thus, an optimal tester for the general graph model should be able to match the result of the dense graph model whenever the actual graph happens to be dense. Such a result is indeed provided by [47] , who show a Bipartiteness tester (for the general graph model) that is optimal for all possible edge densities. Note that dealing with M ≫ N 3/2 requires some deviation from the aforementioned emulation (of Algorithm 3.4). Indeed, in such a case the tester of [47] behaves quite differently. Specifically, it takes K = N 2 /M random walks (rather than N 2 /M random walks), from each random start vertex, and checks for collisions among the endpoints these K walks by using K 2 adjacency queries. We mention that the use of adjacency queries is necessary for an o( √ N ) query tester of Bipartiteness.
An opposite behavior. In contrast to the case of testing Bipartiteness, where the complexity improves with the edge density, in the case of testing trianglefreeness we see the opposite behavior [5] . 19 Furthermore, in contrast to testing Bipartiteness, there is a gap between the complexity of testing trianglefreeness in the bounded-degree model and the corresponding complexity in the general graph model even when the graph is sparse (i.e., M = O(N )). For example, in the general graph model, the complexity is Ω(N 1/3 ) as long as
Reflections
The bulk of algorithmic research regarding graphs refers to general graphs. Of special interest are graphs that are neither very dense nor have a bounded degree.
In contrast, research in testing properties of graphs started (in [33] ) with the study of dense graphs, proceeded to the study of bounded-degree graphs (in [35] ), and reached general graphs only in [53, 47] . This evolution has historical reasons to be reviewed first.
Testing graph properties was initially conceived (in [33] ) as a special case of the framework of testing properties of functions. Thus, graphs had to be represented by functions, and two standard representations of graphs (indeed, the two reviewed in Sections 2 and 3) seemed most fitting in this context. We stress that both models were formulated in a way that identifies the graphs with a specific functional representation, which in turn defines the type of queries allowed to the tester as well as the notion of fractional distance (which underlies the performance guarantee).
The identification of graphs with any specific functional representation was abandoned by Parnas and Ron [53] who developed a more general model by decoupling the type of queries allowed to the tester from the distance measure: Whatever is the mechanism of accessing the graph, the distance between graphs is defined as the number of edges in their symmetric difference (rather than the number of different entries with respect to some specific functional representation). Furthermore, the relative distance may be defined as the size of the symmetric difference divided by the actual (total) number of edges in both graphs (rather than divided by some (possibly non-tight) upper-bound on the latter quantity). Also, as advocated by Kaufman et al. [47] , it is reasonable to allow the tester to perform both adjacency and neighbor queries (and indeed each type of query may be useful in a different range of edge densities). Needless to say, this model seems adequate for the study of testing properties of arbitrary graphs, and it strictly generalizes the positive aspects of the two prior models (i.e., the models based on the adjacency matrix and bounded-degree incidence list representations).
We wish to advocate further study of the latter model. We believe that this model, which allows for a meaningful treatment of property testing of general graphs, is the one that is most relevant to computer science applications. Furthermore, it seems that designing testers in this model requires the development of algorithmic techniques that may be applicable also in other areas of algorithmic research. As an example, we mention that techniques in [47] underly the average degree approximation of [38] . (Likewise techniques of [35] underly the minimum spanning tree weight approximation of [23] ; indeed, as noted next, the bounded-degree incidence list model is also more algorithmic oriented than the adjacency matrix model.)
Let us focus on the algorithmic contents of property testing of graphs. Recall that, when ignoring a quadratic blow-up in the query complexity, property testing in the adjacency matrix representation reduces to sheer combinatorics (as reflected in the notion of canonical testers, see Theorem 2.2). Indeed, as shown in [39] , a finer look (which does not allow for ignoring quadratic blow-ups in complexity) reveals the role of algorithmic design also in this model. But still property testing in the incidence list representation seems to require more sophisticated algorithms. Testers in the general graph models seem to require even more algorithmic ideas (cf. [47] ).
To summarize, we advocate further study of the model of [53, 47] for two reasons. The first reason is that we believe in the greater relevance of this model to computer science applications. The second reason is that we believe in the greater potential of this model to have cross fertilization with other branches of algorithmic research. Nevertheless, this advocation is not meant to undermine the study of the dense graph and bounded-degree models. The latter have their own merits and also offer a host of interesting open problems, which are potentially relevant to computer science at large.
Additional Issues
In this section we discuss three issues that are relevant to each of the three models discussed in the prior corresponding three sections.
Directed Graphs
So far our discussion was confined to undirected graphs. Nevertheless, the three models extend naturally to the case of directed graphs. Actually, when considering incidence queries, two different sub-models emerge (cf. [16] ): In the first model the tester may only query for edges in the forward direction (resp., backward direction), whereas in the second model both forward and backward directions are allowed. That is, in the second model, the directed graph G = ([N ], E) is represented by two functions, g out and g in , such that g out (u, i) = v (resp., g in (u, i) = v) if the i th out-going edge of u leads to v (resp., the i th in-coming edge of u arrives from v).
The gap between these two query models was demonstrated by Bender and Ron, who initiated the study of testing properties of directed graphs [16] . In particular, they showed that while strong connectivity in bounded-degree directed graphs can be tested by O(1/ǫ) forward and backward queries [16, Sec. 5 .1], when only forward (resp., backward) queries are allowed no tester can work with o( √ N ) queries (even when allowing two-sided error [16, Sec. 5.2]).
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Another task studied in [16] is testing whether a given directed graph is acyclic (i.e., has no directed cycles). They presented an Acyclicity tester of poly(1/ǫ) complexity in the adjacency predicate model, and showed that in the incidence list model no Acyclicity tester can work with o(N 1/3 ) queries (even when both forward and backward queries are allowed). The question of whether Acyclicity can be tested with o(N ) queries (in the bounded-degree digraph model) remains open. In general, it seems that the study of this model deserves more attention than it has received so far. (We mention that testing directed graphs in the dense digraph model was further studied in [6, 52] .)
Tolerant Testing and Distance Approximation
Recall that property testing calls for distinguishing objects having a predetermined property from object that are far from any objects that has this property (i.e., are far from the property). A more "tolerant" notion requires distinguishing objects that are close to having the property from objects that are far from this property. Such a distinguisher is called a tolerant tester, and is a special case of a distance approximator that given any object is required to approximate its distance to the property. The study of these related notions was initiated by Parnas, Ron, and Rubinfeld [54] .
Definition 5.1 (sketch for the generic case): Let Π be a set of functions over a finite set Ω. A distance approximator for Π is a probabilistic oracle machine T that on input an approximation parameter ǫ and access to any function f outputs with probability at least 2/3 a value that approximates the relative distance of f to Π up to an additive term of ǫ; that is,
A simple observation is that any tester that makes uniformly distributed queries offers some level of tolerance. Specifically, if a tester makes q(ǫ) queries and each query is uniformly distributed, then this tester distinguishes between objects that are ǫ-far from the property and objects that are (ǫ/10q(ǫ))-close to the property. Needless to say, the challenge is to provide stronger relations between property testing and distance approximators. Such a result was provided by Fischer and Newman [29] : They showed that, in the dense graph model, testability in a number of queries that only depends on ǫ implies distance approximator in a number of queries that only depends on ǫ. In the the bounded-degree model, many of the known testers were extended to yield distance approximators (cf. [49] ).
Proximity Oblivious Testing
Note that in order to satisfy the property testing requirement, any tester (of a reasonable property) must obtain the proximity parameter as auxiliary input and determine its actions accordingly. The question, addressed here, is what does the tester do with this parameter (or how does the parameter affect the actions of the tester). A very minimal effect is exhibited by testers that, based on the value of the proximity parameter, determine the number of times that a basic test is invoked, where the basic test is oblivious of the proximity parameter. For example, the celebrated linearity tester of [19] repeats a basic test that consists of selecting two random points, x and y, and probing the value of the function at the points x, y, and x + y. This basic test is repeated for a number of times that is inversely proportional to the proximity parameter. Our focus here is on such basic tests (i.e., basic tests that are oblivious of the proximity parameter), called proximity oblivious testers. Although proximity oblivious testers were implicit in prior works (see, e.g., [19, 2, 3] ), their general study was initiated by Goldreich and Ron [40] .
Definition 5.2 (sketch for the generic case): Let Π be a set of functions over a finite set Ω. A proximity-oblivious tester for Π is a probabilistic oracle machine T that, when given oracle access to any function f over Ω, satisfies the following two conditions:
1. The machine T accepts each function in Π with probability 1. The function ρ is called the detection probability of the tester T .
Indeed, we require that ρ(ǫ) > 0 for every ǫ > 0, whereas extending Item 2 to f ∈ Π (while avoiding contradiction with Item 1) mandates extending ρ so that ρ(0) = 0. The requirement that ρ is monotone (i.e., monotonically increasing) does not rule out cases where the tight lower-bound is non-monotone (e.g., [14] ), because ρ is not required to be tight. Indeed, using a proximity-oblivious tester T , we can obtain a standard (onesided error) tester (of error probability at most 1/3). Specifically, given the proximity parameter ǫ, the standard tester invokes T for Θ(1/ρ(ǫ)) times, and accepts if and only if all these invocations accept. Two natural questions regarding proximity oblivious testers are:
1. Which properties have proximity oblivious tests (of small query complexity)? 2. How does the detection probability of such tests grow as a function of the distance of the object from the property, and how does this relate to the query complexity of the best (standard) tester for the corresponding property.
Goldreich and Ron [40] provide a mix of positive and negative results regarding the foregoing questions. In particular, they provide a characterizations of the graph properties that have constant-query proximity-oblivious testers in the two main models discussed in this article (i.e., the dense graphs model and the bounded-degree graph model). It follows that constant-query proximity-oblivious testers do not exist for many easily testable properties (e.g., Bipartiteness in the dense graph model). Also, even when proximity-oblivious testers exist, repeating them does not necessarily yield the best standard testers for the corresponding property (e.g., Clique Collection in the dense graph model). Appendix: In Passing -Three Unrelated Observations
The following three observations occurred to us in the process of writing this article.
A. We improve the foregoing upper bound as follows. For a sufficiently large constant c, let ℓ def = log 2 (c/ǫ), and consider an algorithm that, for every i ∈ [ℓ], proceeds as follows:
1. The algorithm selects uniformly c · 2 i vertices, and estimates the degree of each of these vertices up to ±2 4i/5 ǫ · N/c units by using a sample of
random vertices. Note that with probability at least
all these estimates are as desired. 2. If two of these estimates are more than 2 1+(4i/5) ǫ · N units apart, then the algorithm rejects.
(The algorithm accepts if and only if it does not reject in any of these ℓ iterations.) The query complexity of this algorithm is i∈[ℓ] c2 i · c 3 2 −3i/2 ǫ −2 = O(ǫ −2 ), and it accepts each regular graph with high probability (i.e., whenever all the foregoing degree estimates are adequate).
On the other hand, if a graph is accepted with high probability, then, for every i ∈ [ℓ], it holds that all but at most a 2 −i fraction of the vertices have degree that is within 2 1+4i/5 ǫ · N/c of the average degree, denoted ρ. For each value of i ∈ [ℓ], let us denote the set of deviating vertices by B i ; that is, each vertex in [N ] \ B i has degree (ρ ± 2 1+4i/5 ǫ/c) · N . Thus (dealing separately with each B i \ B i+1 as well as with B ℓ and [N ] \ B 1 ), we may omit at most 40ǫN 2 /c edges from the graph, and obtain a graph in which every vertex has degree at most (ρ + 2ǫ/c)N . Next, by adding at most 42ǫN 2 /c edges to the graph, we can obtain a graph in which every vertex has degree at least (ρ − 2ǫ/c)N , and if we add these edges uniformly (among the vertices) then each vertex in the resulting graph has degree (ρ ± 44ǫ/c)N . At this point we can apply the result of aforementioned result of Noga Alon, and be done.
A.2 Non-Adaptive Testers in the Bounded-Degree Graph Model
Recall that, for any function q, if a property can be tested in o( √ N · q(ǫ)) nonadaptive queries in the bounded-degree graph model, then it depends only on the vertex degree distribution [55] . In contrast, we show that triangle-freeness can be tested by O( N/ǫ) non-adaptive queries (in the same model).
The tester selects at random O( N/ǫ) vertices, queries for the neighbors of each of them, and accepts if and only if the subgraph discovered contains no triangles. Note that if the input graph is ǫ-far from triangle-freeness, then it contains Ω(ǫN ) triangles, whereas a random sample of O( N/ǫ) vertices is likely to hit two vertices of such a triangle.
The argument can be extended to testing H-freeness, 21 for any fixed H, Proposition A.2 Let Π be a graph property having a q-query proximity-oblivious tester of detection probability ρ, in the bounded-degree model. Then, in this model, Π can be tested by O(N q−1 q /ρ(ǫ)) non-adaptive queries.
Actually, Proposition A.2 holds also when q is an upper bound on the number of different vertices that appear in the queries of the proximity-oblivious tester.
Proof: The main observation is that a sample of O(N 1−(1/q) ) vertices (along with the neighbor queries that correspond to each vertex) is likely to allow for in S into q equal sets, denoted S 1 , ..., S q , and terminate the i th emulation in iteration j < q if a (i) j ∈ S j . (Indeed, this only makes early termination more likely; cf.
Step 3b.) Still, on can show by induction on j, that with high probability the number of emulations that are not terminated by iteration j exceeds |S|·(|S|/4qN ) j . Furthermore, the queries issued in the j +1 st iteration are mostly different, because they are determined based on different sequences in S. Using |S| · (|S|/4qN ) q−1 > 1, we conclude that, with high probability, there exists an emulation that does not terminate before the last iteration.
It follows that the foregoing non-adaptive POT has detection probability at least ρ/2. Applying this POT for O(1/ρ(ǫ)) times, we obtain a non-adaptive tester of query complexity O(N 1−(1/q) /ρ(ǫ)).
Conclusion.
Recall that all subgraph-freeness properties do have a proximityoblivious testers of constant-query complexity in the bounded-degree graph model. Our conclusion is that non-adaptive testers are not totally useless in that model.
A.3 Testing Strong Connectivity with Forward Queries Only
We show that, for any constant ǫ > 0, strong connectivity in bounded-degree digraphs can be tested by using N 1−Ω(1) forward queries (and no backward queries). Needless to say, the same holds for using only backward queries, and in both cases the tester has two-sided error (which is unavoidable). Proof Sketch: Our starting point is the observation that if a graph is ǫ-far from being strongly connected, then it contains at least ǫdN/4 source and sink components each containing at most ⌈4/ǫd⌉ vertices (cf. [16, Cor. 9] ). 24 The easy case is when the graph contains at least ǫdN/8 small sink component, since these are easy to detect by forward queries. The problematic case is the one in which the graph contains ǫdN/8 source components, and we start by considering the simple case in which each of these source components consists of a single vertex.
In the latter case we can estimate the number of vertices having in-degree zero, by estimating the number of vertices having in-degree d, d − 1, all through 1. To estimate the number of vertices having in-degree i > 1, we estimate the number of i-way collisions at the head of randomly selected 25 directed edges, 23 The distributions used in [16, Sec. 5.2] can be used to prove an Ω(N ) query bound for one-sided error. The point is that we can find no direct evidence to the fact that a vertex has in-degree zero. 24 Throughout this proof, the word component means a strongly connected component, and source (resp., sink) components are components that have no in-coming (resp., out-going) edges. 25 We may select a random directed edge by selecting a vertex uniformly, and selecting each of its out-going edges with probability 1/d.
and use the information we already gathered regarding in-degree j for every j > i. The number of vertices having in-degree 1 is estimated by estimating the collisions between a uniformly selected vertex and the vertex at the head of a uniformly selected random edge. Note that, for every i ≥ 2, the number of i-way collisions can be estimated by a sample of size O(N 1− 1 i ). In the foregoing, we have relied on the fact that a vertex has zero in-degree if and only if it is a source vertex, and on the hypothesis that many source vertices exist. But, in general, we only know that there are many small source components. So the intuitive idea is to "contract" all small components, and consider in-coming edges at the component level. One small difficulty is that we cannot determine the components of the input graph, and so the following modification is used.
For every vertex v, we let C v denote the set of vertices u such that v and u reside on a directed cycle of size at most s def = ⌈4/ǫd⌉. We say that v is good if for every u ∈ C v it holds that C u = C v . Note that, given a vertex v, we can determine C v as well as whether v is good by using d s queries. Also note that every vertex that resides in a small source component is good. We now emulate the foregoing procedure on the directed graph in which for every good v the set C v is contracted to a new vertex, and note that a vertex has in-degree zero in the resulting graph if and only if it represents a small source of G. Noting that the maximum degree in this graph is s · s, the claim follows.
Conclusion. Our lesson is that some non-trivial testing can be carried out also in the model that allows forward queries only.
